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Karli and Chip Stahl are high school sweethearts that hail from
Rochester, NY. Like many locals, their connection with the 
island stemmed from friends from their hometown working and
living on island. Chip is a builder, Karli an interior 
designer and, with the plethora of opportunities on island to
utilize their skills, they moved full-time to Nantucket nine years
ago. Both work independently in their respected fields, but also
combine forces designing together. The first spec home they
designed and built as a team four years ago resulted in 
the homebuyer re-hiring them to create another home for a
family right next door. The tradition of their vocations and 
entrepreneurial nature is rooted in their family history with 
running a wood-mill business in Rochester, and Chip’s father
being a builder and mother being an interior designer. 
Dipping into this reservoir of experience KMS Designs is able
to create a home from the ground up, and the result is flawless
as demonstrated by the Monomoy home. 

Karli says that the site for this spec home was chosen due to
its beauty and the views it offered of the harbor. She explains
not only is Monomoy a hot spot on island, but the lot provides
enough privacy, is close to town and is somewhat elevated to
provide a beautiful vista. The main home is a gambrel style
7,220 square foot structure that encompasses five bedrooms
with five and a half baths. In addition, there is a guest cottage
on the property with one bedroom and one and a half baths. 
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ntering the home designed by Karl i  and Chip Stahl  pulls  you into a relaxed,
comfortable and natural state.  These themes not only f low through the spaces
designed by the husband-wife team, but also the business they have created:
KMS Designs. Combining the natural beauty of all  Nantucket has to offer with
contemporary,  f resh des igns ,  th is  Monomoy oas is  i s  a  t rue one-of -a-k ind
home. The partnership between Karl i  and Chip,  s imilar ly brings together two
people wi th  unique sk i l l - se ts  that  combine in  a  fashion l ike  no other.  For
many, working with their spouse on simple home projects is  hard enough and 
resul ts  in ample f rus t rat ion,  but  for  this  unique couple par tner ing to bui ld
Nantucket  dream homes is  a vis ion of  joy and comradeship.



A continuous theme of open, light space and an easy flow
from indoor to outdoor living runs throughout the design. The 
outdoor space is dominated by a wonderful pool, giant 
pergola and outdoor fireplace perfect for entertaining and 
relaxing. The foundation of Karli and Chip’s design is 
complemented by an extreme attention to detail witnessed
throughout the home.

Characterized by a natural vibe that seamlessly connects all
who enter the home with the exterior environment, the design
provides many contemporary accents alongside organic 
mediums to effortlessly achieve this theme. The two-story foyer
in the main house is wide-open and flows easily to a basement
designed as a living space with high ceilings. Throughout the
space is a great deal of detail on the walls in the form 
of unique trim and wood paneling. These details are even 
extended to the ceiling, an extremely unique feature that sets
a room apart and also complements the movement from one
room to the next. In the kitchen nana doors were installed: these
are giant bi-folding glass doors, which take up nearly an entire
wall and ingeniously create a truly indoor/outdoor living 
experience. Both Karli and Chips’ unique design personalities
are highlighted within this spectacular property. 

Chip spearheaded and designed an electric glass roof hatch
that opens to the roof walk. This all glass feature allows for
ample natural light to spill into the home, and a lovely floating
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staircase was designed to access the area. Karli’s design 
inventiveness shines in one of every visitor’s favorite feature –
the guest cottage’s pebble floor that spans the entire first floor.
This unusual, but wonderful feature brings forth a deeply 
natural Nantucket setting alongside the driftwood inspired
walls. This property, however, was truly a team effort with 
both Karli and Chip demonstrating their design prowess of
creating comfortable, relaxing island inspired living spaces
that seamlessly integrate contemporary designs alongside 
natural themes. 

Whether designing a home for a client, or a spec house like
the Monomoy home, Karli explains KMS enjoys tackling both
for the unique challenges and opportunities it provides. All
their designs strive to make a livable space where an entire
family can relax and entertain, while effortlessly infusing 
high-end, quality elements. In addition, in a spec home such
as this Monomoy gem, it is important to create something that
could appeal to many tastes. Karli chose neutral hues and
tones that are simple, elegant, and easy to enjoy for 
many. KMS also focused on combining both traditional and
contemporary features in an eclectic mix in order to appeal to
all different design desires. Karli explains, her husband and
herself also truly enjoy working with clients to facilitate the 
creation of their dream home.  
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The working partnership between Karli and Chip provides
clients with a one-stop shop build and design company that is
not only convenient, but demonstrates an extreme caliber of
quality and craftsmanship. Although Chip may be the builder,
and Karli the interior designer and both work independently
at times, when they come together on a project it is truly a 
collaboration. The design process is done together, with the
details hammered out as a team. Clients, especially those that
will not reside on island during the time of design and building,
truly appreciate the fact that everything from site work
orchestration to furniture selection and sourcing can be 
completed by KMS Designs. KMS Designs even does all their
own cabinetry, working with employees from their previous
Rochester-based business. The couple has been together since
they were 17, and intimately know the creative likes and 
dislikes of one another. This makes for a harmonious work 
environment, and like marriage, on the few details where they
may disagree a compromise can always be reached. When
questioned if work invades their home life, Karli says of course,
we are always thinking about projects and discussing ideas,
but it is never a burden, as we truly love what we do. 
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Nantucket is a small island, with many talented builders and
interior designers all offering something unique in their 
creative process. However, it is difficult to deny the appeal of a
husband-wife team that can do it all, much like the famed 
couple on HGTV’s “Fixer Upper with Chip and Joanna Gaines.”
Their combined wealth of experience complemented with family
tradition in the business sets the bar where their personal 
innovation and design ideas shine. Demonstrated in the spec
house in Monomoy is their deep understanding of function and
aesthetics, while incorporating all that Nantucket has to offer.
Dominated by organic, naturally designed spaces that flow 
easily from interior to exterior KMS Designs seems to effortlessly
develop a livable, and unbelievably beautiful home. Karli and
Chip have created a life where they get to do what they love,
oftentimes working with the person they love and this unique
environment leads to some truly spectacular homes. 

For more information on Karli and Chip please visit: 
www.kmsinteriordesign.com or call Karli at 508.901.1034 

The Guest Cottage
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